WELL, FOLKS, HERE WE ARE WITH ISSUE NUMBER FOUR.

I NEED HARDLY TELL YOU THE DIFFICULTIES INVOLVED IN PRODUCING THIS RAG IN BELFAST.

CONSTANT HARASSMENT BY THE BRITZ!

PERMANENT FEAR OF ASS-ASSINATION

BUT MAINLY IT'S VERY DIFFICULT TO DRAW AFTER SITTING ALL DAY IN A PUB.

SIGHED AS A NEWT.
THE BIRTH OF A GERMAN PART THREE

INTRODUCING FAULKNER'S FANTASY

AT LAST IT CAN BE TOLD! THE STORY NEVER TOLD TILL NOW—
HOW THE FUEHRER FAULKNER DEFEATED THE FORCES OF...

REPUBLICANISM
ROMANISM
COMMUNISM!

IT IS COMMON KNOWLEDGE THAT THE POPS IN ROME IS AN AGENT FOR THE KREMLIN... OR IS IT THE OTHER WAY AROUND?... ANYWAY, THEY ARE BOTH IN THE BAY OF CHINA!

FOREIGN AGITATOR IN K-TOWN

IT'S JUST A BLOOD, BRACK, BLIMMER...
THE THOUGHTS OF MAO TSE TUNG IN CHEEK

WHEN I WAS ONLY A CHILD I LEARNED THAT ULSTER WAS THE LAST OUTPOST OF CIVILISATION.

BUT SUCH MODESTY, ALTHOUGH IT WAS VERY BEAUTIFUL, ASSISTED THE ENEMIES OF ULSTER! MY DUTY WAS CLEAR...

MODesty HELD ME BACK FOR MANY YEARS

I WANT TO BE KING OF THE CASTLE!

WHAT A WONDEROUL STORY, UNCLE BRIAN, IS IT ALL TRUE?

WOULD I LIE TO YOU?

THIS NONSENSE MIGHT WELL BE CONTINUED IN THE NEXT ISSUE!
Ah well, such are the joys of life in a police state!

Never mind, Comrade Seamus O'Therer.
Paddy O'Loney (leader of the Irish section of the Sixth Intergalactic Revolutionary Movement) will organise a big campaign for your release.

Unfortunately, the masses are unimpressed by the fate of Seamus. Nor are they moved by the ranting (sorry, oratory) of Paddy O'Loney.

I will compose a heroic ballad which will make the working class forget their atrophy.

Gather round, friends! Gather round, brothers! I'll sing you the tale of bold Seamus O'Therer.

My! What a wonderful song!

Then up stepped a man with a big cigar. Said he: 'Come here, kid. I'll make you a star!'

My name is Billy Mopoff. How would you like to make a record?

Fame! Fortune! Groceries!

Ignore the wet jokes and sign this contract.

What about Seamus?

There is no music sweeter than the tinkling of a cash register.

(Don't talk to me! About politics, man! I'm an artist!)

Is Paddy going to be ripped off? Who knows? Who cares?
The Further imperialistic antics of Noddy 'r Ulstah

Noddy has been hussled into joining a joint SAS - CIA mission whose aim is to destroy the Ready Workers Co-op. He has been instructed by a mysterious American on how to recognize his contacts in Ulstah. His mystery mouse then gives Noddy a lecture illustrated by slides extracts from which we show you here.

Our plottiousus P.R.O. man.... Master Rees....

Map of Ireland showing Ulstah

Kathleen ni Hoolhain, Agent No.3. She's our Super Spy. We nailed a few politics with her Nads... Photo an all that.... Shell help you through the night too if your kinda lonely... Shell play a big part of her self in smashing the Ready Co-op....

This Noddy despite its cunningly deceptive appearance is an assault unit of the EIRa navy. X is a six ton full of enormously destructive nuclear war heads. Not to worry. I'll find them a friendly bunch of lads and if you by some chance straggle into their territorial waters why, they'll show real Oska hospitality (like they do in our plain clothes and even un-plan Oska clothes we often cross the border) give you a cup of tea and a lift back to Ulstah. Y is the way is the captain....

Here's our loyal agent No.4. A very important book. Those who read it are on our side. It is of immense right wing view of life. Billy Stedfast, our agent, quotes it wholesale. It's a big man in local business. Owns most of the shops in fact. B is a Lamber, a sort of warlurk. Not likely to see that in town. Eh Noddy C is Sam in full orange royal C is our Queen. They really dig her. E is his bowler, bad of a healthy businessman. Sam feels really threatened by the Ready Workers Co-op....

WORLD, OUR WESTERN CIVILIZATION

When it comes to the Noddy Crishy we don't mind Republican or Loyalist bombs and bullets. They're getting nobody anywhere and doing nothing to unite or educate the worker man in Ulstah. But damn it Noddy, the bloody Commie Co-op is working... It's getting workers to think Commie... Your mission is to smash it, even the jobs of the workers. To bring up another drink....

SLIDE NO. 89

Republican Guns

Enemy No.1. Oboor O'larin
Used to drink like a fish... a real bar-room Marxist.
Now he's put his theories into practice. He began by (to quote himself) moving among the Ready workers' like a fish through water. Soon he brought the local knacker factory to its knees. It had to close. Then he organised a successful workers takeover... It's going from strength to strength... This is a threat to the FREE

TO BE CONTINUED....
Here's nothin' cleaning dissolver. Will ya bring
it to her. She lent me it last week?

Right hold it there, an unspoken cartoon
request less search for?

Well, this then illegal booze we still have to budge.

O.K., funny fella. We'll keep this boose for examination as its community week you can take off!

Hey why do they call this drink beer? Because it tastes so strong eh? Because its hard to beat ya?

We'll see, we could. I promise them. I took them into social services, I put them up an group.

Just look at these two monkeys. A fine example! What the hell are we going to do with these?

A fresh silver hammer, the tone of this fella seems somewhat threatening!

From the next episode...
So who won the £5 in your comic strip competition?

Nobody!

You've got four minutes!

Tick.

Nobody's strip came up to your standards!

Last orders, gents!

Tick.

Nobody entered.

YES!

The amazing comic strip competition is still open!!

The next issue of Resistance Comics will have twelve pages at no extra cost!!